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Greenlee Launches C3 Auto Whip  
New C3 Auto Whip clad cable cutting machine is the first fully automated AC (BX), MC Cable & 

FMC notching and cutting machine allowing operators push button setup and the freedom to 

walk away 

 

ROCKFORD, Ill. (July 31, 2016) – Greenlee Textron Inc., a Textron Inc. (NYSE: TXT) company, is 

proud to introduce the C3 Auto Whip™ clad cable cutting machine to industry professionals. This 

automated solution for notching and cutting AC (BX), MC Cable & FMC is designed to increase 

worker safety and productivity.  

 

“This is the [first machine] capable of notching and cutting AC (BX), MC Cable & FMC with a 

solution that is fully automated after easily programming the touchscreen interface,” said Jae 

Lee, product manager at Greenlee. “The C3 Auto Whip is [significantly] safer than any current 

cable-cutting machine that’s available because the cutting saws on the C3 Auto Whip are fully 

enclosed by the machine’s housing, which is designed to protect workers from injury.”  

 

Currently, workers notch and cut cable either with a hand tool or a manually operated machine 

that uses an open saw blade. Both methods are labor intensive because of their repetitive 

process, and require full attention of the worker to complete the task.  

 

The C3 Auto Whip clad cable cutting machine features a touch screen interface, which allows the 

operator to input the correct cable configuration so that the machine is aware of the cable size, 

type, and desired whip length. Also featured is a USB input that will allow custom whip 

configurations to be uploaded into the machine. The operator then pushes a button to start the 

C3 Auto Whip machine, allowing the freedom to walk away and complete additional tasks. The 

C3 Auto Whip machine automatically cuts the cable and exports those whips from the opposite 

end of the machine.   

 

“This machine greatly improves labor productivity while keeping workers safer, which is the goal 

for everyone,” said Lee. Additional features include an emergency stop button that will halt 

machine operation if necessary, as well as Lockout/Tagout to ensure the machine is de-

energized during blade changes. 

  

To locate the nearest Greenlee dealer and for more information on the new C3 Auto Whip clad 

cable cutting machine, visit www.greenlee.com.   
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Greenlee Textron Inc. is known as a global leader in the professional tool category. The Rockford, 

Illinois-based company develops high quality, innovative products distinguished by customer-

driven design and differentiated by supply chain excellence. It also leverages its powerful brands 

such as Greenlee Communications and Greenlee Utility in the electrical, construction and 

maintenance markets worldwide. More information is available at www.greenlee.com. 

 

Textron Inc. 

Textron Inc. is a multi-industry company that leverages its global network of aircraft, defense, 

industrial, and finance businesses to provide customers with innovative solutions and services. 

Textron is known around the world for its powerful brands such as Bell Helicopter, Cessna, 

Beechcraft, Hawker, Jacobsen, Kautex, Lycoming, E-Z-GO, Greenlee, Bad Boy Off Road, Textron 

Systems and TRU Simulation + Training. For more information, visit: www.textron.com. 

 

Certain statements in this press release may project revenues or describe strategies, goals, 

outlook or other non-historical matters; these forward-looking statements speak only as of the 

date on which they are made, and we undertake no obligation to update them. These statements 

are subject to known and unknown risks, uncertainties, and other factors that may cause our 

actual results to differ materially from those expressed or implied by such forward-looking 

statements.  
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